Changes to the revised rules:
(Effective 6/16/2018)

A. CATEGORIES AND DIVISIONS
The CACCA organization currently offers two categories of competition: Interclub and
Individual.
Unless CACCA sponsors a special event, such as an Annual Spring Salon, only photographers
belonging to CACCA member clubs are eligible to enter, while they and their friends are
welcome to attend the competitions.
PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS
Digital Projected Images: All digital images must be no larger than 1400 pixels wide, nor
more than 1050 pixels tall. Computer file type is jpeg only. File names must follow
requirements set forth in each competition year. Image titles can be no longer than 35
characters, including spaces.
II A RETURN
Except for the Entry of the Month in each division and Best of Year, all entries will be
available for pick-up immediately after the completion of the competition.
III C Individual Nature
If the competition has more than one class (class A and B), the following criteria will be used to
establish a maker’s class positioning for the competition season:
• Any photographer who achieves Tops in that category shall compete in the highest class.
• A two-year competition score average will be used to determine the class placement each
season. If only one season of data is available, then that average will be used.
• New competitors will be placed in Class B, unless they elect to compete in A. Previous
competitors can always elect to move up in to the next class before the beginning of the
next season.
III D. Photojournalism
The picture must be candid and not posed by or for the photographer. The image cannot be the result of
influence by the photographer.

III F. INDIVIDUAL SPECIAL CATEGORY
CACCA may conduct Individual Special Category digitally projected competitions during the year
(Changed shall to may.)
H. Annual Spring Salon
Delete entire section.
IV (at end)
Year-end standings shall be furnished to the editor of the year end catalog.
(Changed from Salon catalog to year end.)

